
Experienced full stack developer (2-5 years)

Job description

We are looking for experienced full stack developers to join our expanding software consulting team. In this
role, you will help develop and design technology solutions that are scalable, relevant, and critical to our
company’s success.

Improve efficiency and bring overall improvements in the development activities of the various teams. Help to
improve the teams functioning on technical skills, 360 degree thinking, coding techniques, coding standards,
in evaluating issues/challenges, perform together with the teams on root cause analysis, provide/implement
solid solutions to resolve the problems efficiently and effectively. Support actively the various teams in
working in close collaboration with our customers.

You will become part of a dynamic team working on the development, maintenance and support of business-
critical ERP/WMS solutions of major European customers.

As a full stack developer your responsibilities will include:

 developing front end website architecture
 designing user interactions on web pages
 developing back-end website applications
 creating servers and databases for functionality
 ensuring cross-platform optimization for mobile phones
 ensuring responsiveness of applications
 working alongside graphic designers for web design features
 seeing through a project from conception to finished product
 designing and developing APIs
 meeting both technical and consumer needs
 staying abreast of developments in web applications and programming languages
 be actively involved in team motivation, process implementation, …
 be a technical expert acting as a consultant, focused on sharing and transferring knowledge
 work closely together with the management team and support in reaching the company

objectives/goals and do not hesitate to offer advice on topics related to your expertise
 be involved in customer contact as an expert in development, guiding/supporting our various teams

and the projects they are working on.

Profile of the ideal candidate

The ideal candidate would have:

 a degree in Computer Science or any other discipline with 2 to upto 5 years’ experience in the IT field
 strong organizational and project management skills
 proficiency with fundamental front-end languages such as HTML, CSS, and JavaScript
 familiarity with JavaScript frameworks such as Angular JS, React, and Vue
 proficiency with server-side languages such as Python, Java, PHP, and .Net
 familiarity with database technology such as MySQL, Postgresql, and MongoDB
 familiarity with Next JS or Gastby JS will be a good add-on
 familiarity with AWS services like EC2, S3 bucket, Load balancer, RDS, cloud front will be good add-ons
 good analytical and problem-solving skills
 attention to details
 experience in working with international customers will be an added advantage



 no problem with working independently
 no 9 to 5 mentality and a go-getter attitude
 excellent communication skills (verbal and written)
 an excellent spoken and written knowledge of English
 able to work with strict deadlines
 focused on getting tasks done
 the ability to work in a fast-paced environment

The ideal candidate would be:

 willing to work after business hours
 responsible for the quality of software development and deployment
 committed to tasks and deadlines
 committed to support customers
 hardworking
 initiative taking
 self-motivated
 quick learner
 pro-active
 result-driven
 able to work in a team as well as an individual
 ready to work in a growing, internationally oriented company

The compensation package

We offer you:

 a competitive pay package
 dynamic and challenging job in an open work environment
 opportunity to grow with the company
 exposure to work with international customers
 front seat ride in the roller coaster of cutting-edge technologies

Job location

Bangalore, (Karnataka, India)

Interested?

Interested in this open position? Please send your resume to want2b@infanion.com


